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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Experiments on animals, claimed as able to ‘predict’ human responses for human medicine, first became institutionalised in 1847 through a French physician Claude Bernard. This quickly grew to become the mainstay for twentieth century biomedical research, despite its 130 year old, comparatively antiquated origin.

WHERE WAS SCIENCE DURING THIS TIME, IN THE 19TH CENTURY?

To gain an insight into where science was during this period in the 19th century, when Bernard first institutionalized animal experiments, an excerpt from the following paper sheds clear light:

*Animal Experimentation: the legacy of Claude Bernard* Drs LaFollette PhD and Shanks PhD

‘Claude Bernard, the father of scientific physiology, believed that if medicine was to become truly scientific, it would have to be based on rigorous and controlled animal experiments. Bernard instituted a paradigm which has shaped physiological practice for most of the twentieth century. In this paper we examine how Bernard’s commitment to hypothetico-deductivism and determinism led to a) his rejection of the theory of evolution; b) his minimalization of the role of clinical medicine and epidemiological studies; and c) his conclusion that experiments on non-human animals were “entirely conclusive for the toxicology and hygiene of man”. We examine some negative consequences of Bernardianism for twentieth century medicine, and argue that physiology’s continued adherence to Bernardianism has caused it to diverge from the other biological sciences which have become increasingly infused with evolutionary theory’. (Emphasis added). Please visit this link for the full paper.

WHEN DID ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS FIRST BECOME A REQUIREMENT BY LAW?

In 1938, the US Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act first required some animal testing by law, and this became yet further enshrined in the 1946 Nuremberg Code, when scientific understanding was still, comparatively speaking, in its infancy. An important legal and scientific paper expounds relevant international scientific evidence to date, and places this within a legal and historical perspective. This impressive report is ideal for witness testimony at any public hearing or legal challenge: The Nuremberg Code subverts human health and safety by requiring animal modeling.

WHERE WAS SCIENCE DURING THIS TIME, WHEN ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS FIRST BECAME A LEGAL REQUIREMENT?

To understand where science was when this Nuremberg Code was established, and animal testing first became a requirement by law, the following excerpt from the above paper sheds a clear light (all references are at the bottom of this page):

“At the time of the Nuremberg trials, medical science was very different than it is now. The structure of DNA had not been elucidated, scientists thought the poliovirus entered via the nose (it enters through the gut) [27], the notion of a magic bullet (that for every disease, or at least every infectious disease, a chemical existed that could interact with the single site causing the malady and thus cure the disease without harming the rest of the body) via Ehrlich and Salvarsan [28] was foremost in the minds of drug developers, the modern synthesis in evolution was brand new [29], and animals and humans seemed to be more or less the same except for humans
having a soul [2,30,31]. There were no organ transplants, infectious diseases were still a major killer in the developed world, the fields of cognitive ethology and animal cognition were unheard of, and differences between ethnic groups [32-38] and sexes [39-43] in terms of disease and drug reactions had not yet been discovered. Physics was just beginning to cast off the shackles of determinism and reductionism but chaos and complexity theory was still on the horizon. It was a different world. People in the 1940s are to be excused for thinking that animals and humans would react more or less the same to drugs and disease. We will now bring the reader into the current scientific environment as it relates to our topic [30,44-49].” For the full article please click here

WHERE IS SCIENCE NOW, in 2013?

History shows that science often progresses through the enlightened work of individuals, such as Darwin who brought us the Theory of Evolution, Einstein who gave us the Theory of Relativity and Jenner, Lister and Semmelweis who all contributed to the Germ Theory of Disease.

Up-to-date scientific understanding in 2013 unequivocally opposes the use of veterinary principles – obtained from animal experiments – claimed as ‘helpful’ to human medicine, and is led by the expert medical board at AFMA/EFMA who illustrate this scientific evidence for the Locals in Hull Against B&K Universal, through the Parliamentary campaign For Life On Earth (FLOE).

FLOE draws attention the seminal work Animal Models in Light of Evolution (2009) Shanks PhD and Greek MD for which there is a layman’s version, specially written for the non-scientist, titled FAQs about the Use of Animals in Science. These two books highlight decades of practical evidence demonstrating that animal experiments clearly fail human medicine, and place this within the context of current understanding of evolutionary biology and complexity to explain why.

FLOE’s presentation of scientific knowledge is supported by a cross-party group of MPs and Parliamentary Early Day Motion 263, which calls for scientists who claim that experiments on Beagles can predict human responses to agree to properly moderated, public scientific debates with leading scientists who oppose experiments on animals - claimed as helpful to human medicine - purely on human, medical and scientific grounds. This public scientific debate is something the locals in Hull against B&K Universal are campaigning for.

SCIENCE HAS A NEW THEORY, TO TAKE ITS PLACE ALONGSIDE DARWIN’s THEORY OF EVOLUTION!

Science has recently named a new Trans-Species Modeling Theory, (TSTM) which is the theory that explains the many decades of practical evidence against using animal experiments to ‘predict’ human responses [50]. This new TSM Theory takes its place alongside other great scientific theories, such as Darwin’s Theory of Evolution and Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, which likewise enrich our life on earth by explaining many years of observed, practical evidence.

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES OPENLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE FAILURE OF ANIMAL MODELS!

Hull’s local campaign’s scientific representatives FLOE highlight the fact that pharmaceutical companies acknowledge the failure of animal models in their drug development process and write about this openly and often in the scientific literature. Please visit this link for extensive examples.

For further information please visit the Hull Local’s against B&K Universal’s science-based representatives For Life On Earth, where you can listen to the founder and director of their Patient and Families group, 24 year old multiple sclerosis patient Rebecca Groves, narrate their introductory video slideshow, highlighting the human cost of experiments on animals.